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Abstract. The particular phenomena of Information Overload and
Conversational Dependency in multi-turn dialogues have brought massive noise for feature learning in existing deep learning models. To solve
the problem, the Attention Based Dialogue Context Selection Model
(ABDCS) is proposed in this paper. This model uses attention mechanism to extract the relationship between current response utterance
and previous utterances. Qualitative and quantitative analysis show that
ABDCS is able to choose the semantically related utterances in its dialogue history as context and be robust against the noise.

1

Introduction

Dialogue System [1] is computer system that interacts with humans through
natural language. It involves many frontier research directions such as natural
language understanding, information retrieval, logical reasoning, text generation
and speech recognition. In recent years, thanks to the breakthrough in the NLP
ﬁeld, data-driven dialogue system has become the research hotspot.
Dialogue system, according to the way of interaction, can be divided into
single-turn and multi-turn dialogue system. Multi-turn dialogue, which are usually seen in the open-domain scenario, is more liberal and usually consists of
interwoven interrogation questions. The multi-turn dialogue systems should take
long-term historical information into consideration, which requires sophisticating
logical reasoning.
This paper considers two major problems in multi-turn dialogue, i.e., the
information overload and conversational dependency. The information overload
is very common in the conversations among a group of people, e.g., the barrage
of Twitch TV [10]. The users have limited capability of processing information
in the conversations. Therefore, when the responses are produced quickly, the
users will be overwhelmed by numerous utterances and have to perceive the
information selectively. Figure 1 illustrates the curve about the rate of response
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and information bandwidth. When the rate is low (on the left), the information
can be easily processed and the replies are generated quickly. On the other side,
when the information is too heavy to be received by individuals, the rate will
be decreased. Due to this phenomenon, the agent should better process the
sentences selectively in the multi-turn dialogue.

Fig. 1. The illustration of information overload [10].

In terms of conversational dependency, [6] and [5] demonstrates that each
utterance has a corresponding previous utterance that is most semantically
related. The dependencies of the utterances can be used to parse the dialog
structure, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The dependency of utterances [5]

The study of the dependency of utterance is of great signiﬁcance. The interdependence between utterance helps us to analyze the structure of the dialogue and
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can be applied to other tasks, e.g., dialogue generation, topic analysis. Especially
in conversational tasks, the information in previous utterances plays a crucial
role in the generation of statements [14]. By learning the dependencies between
the sentences, the relevant sentences in the dialogue can be selected more accurately while ignoring irrelevant information and noise, in order to improve the
quality of the dialogue.
The research on the interdependence of utterances is still at a relatively
preliminary stage. The typical method directly use the predeﬁned rule [13], or
simply derive the dependency via discrimination models [5]. The Attention Based
Context Selection Model (ABCSD) is proposed, which is able to extract the interdependency between utterance in an unsupervised learning manner. Speciﬁcally,
the model ﬁrst select a certain previous utterance, based on which a new reply
is generated.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. The ABDCS model is proposed, which tries to use the attention mechanism
to establish the relationship between the utterances. The comparative experiments on the Chinese-English dialogue dataset show that compared with the
existing models, this method outperforms.
2. It is the ﬁrst time to use unsupervised generative model to obtain the dependencies of the conversational statements. Qualitative analysis shows that the
dialog dependencies obtained by this method can eﬀectively extract the key
information of dialogues and the parallel structure of the dialogue.

2
2.1

Model
Framework

When generating statements in a dialogue, a previous utterance that is most
informative for generating current response is selected and it is used as the
main context in producing the utterance. When doing this, we use the attention
mechanism to automatically extract the dependencies between statements. In
this work, the “statement”, “utterance” and “response” are used exchangeable.
The proposed model, referred as (Attention Based Dialogue Context Selection
Model (ABDCS)) is shown in Fig. 3.
Brieﬂy, the ABDCS model uses a recurrent neural network to encode the
dialogue statements independently into the statement vector D (FBiLST M in the
ﬁgure), and simultaneously use the LSTM language model for dialog generation
(FLM in the ﬁgure). Similar to HRED [12], ABDCS also uses the dialog-level
recurrent neural network (FRN N in the ﬁgure) to describe the dialogue state R.
The entire model is shown by the Algorithm 1.
Sentence Encoding via Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks. We
use bidirectional LSTM network [3,4,11] to encode the raw input sentences,
fw
including a forward LSTM networks FLST
M and a backward LSTM networks
bw
FLST M .
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Fig. 3. The framework of the ABDCS.

Algorithm 1. ABDCS Model
Require: Dialgoue set D =< S1 , S2 , · · · , SlD >
Ensure: Loss J
1: Initializes J = 0, t = 1, and dialog state R = 0, D0 = 0;;
2: Encoding dialog into vectors <
D0 , D1 , D2 , · · · , DlD

word vector

>←−−−−−−−<
RNN

S1 , S2 , · · · , SlD >;
3: repeat
Attention mechanism
4:
Calculating attention α ←−−−−−−−−−−−−− (R , < D0 , D1 , · · · , Dt−1 >);
weighted sum

5:
6:

Calculates the above vector C ←−−−−−−−− (α , < D0 , D1 , · · · , Dt−1 >);

LSTM
Calculates the loss of St JSt ←−−−−−−−−−− (C , St );

7:

Update loss J = J + JSt ;

8:

Updates the dialog state R ←−−−−−−−− (R , C , Dt ),t = t + 1;

language model



RNN

status update

9: until t > lD

Let Wi,j denote j-th word in the sentence Si , hfi,jw and hbw
i,j be the state of
forward LSTM and backward LSTM respectively, the vector Di presenting the
entire sentence can be formulated by:
fw
fw
Urnn
[hfi,1w , hfi,2w , · · · , hfi,lwS ] = FLST
M (Si ) , hi,j ∈ R

(1)

i

bw
[hbw
i,1 , hi,2 , · · ·

, hbw
i,lSi ]

=

bw
FLST
M (Si ) ,

hbw
i,j

∈R

Urnn

Urnn ×2
Di = [hfi,lwS , hbw
i,1 ] , Vi ∈ R

(2)
(3)

i

After the S<t is processed with the bidirectional LSTM, the vectors of the
preceding statements are represented as < D1 , D2 , · · · , Dt−1 >.
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Attention Mechanism. After encoding each sentence into a vector, the dialogue can be processed in the sentence-level semantic space. Denote the attention
weight of each sentence in S<t as the vector αt = (αt,1 , αt,2 , · · · , αt,t−1 ), where
t−1
k=1 αt,k = 1, and denote the dialog state Rt to describe the state of the entire
dialog before generating the ﬁrst t statements, the dialogue state transforms as:
Rt = FRN N Step (Rt−1 , Dt−1 , Ct−1 )
= tanh(Wh [Rt−1 , Dt−1 , Ct−1 ] + bh )
Ct =

t−1


αk Dk , Ct ∈ RUrnn ×2 ,

(4)
(5)

k=1

where Ct is the previous vector (Context Vector ) that the model used to generate
the t-th statement. We use the dialog state Rt and the preceding statement’s
< D1 , D2 , · · · , Dt−1 > to calculate the attention weight:
φt,i = Fatt (Rt , Di )

(6)

exp(φt,i )

(7)

αt,i = t−1
exp(φt,i )
 k=1
V T tanh(W [Rt , Di ] + b)
Fatt (Rt , Di ) =
RtT M Di

concat
bilinear,

(8)

where φt,i is the attention score and Fatt is the attention score function.
Dialogue Generation. This article uses the LSTM network to generate the
dialog statement St . The LSTM uses the vector Ct as the condition input as well
as the preceding j − 1 words wt,1 , wt,2 , · · · , wt,j−1 to predict the probability of
generating j-th word wt,j . Let the implicit state of the LSTM language model be
gt,j−1 , and the entire process is given by the following conditional probabilities:
p(wt,j ) = p(wt,j |Ct , wt,1 , wt,2 , · · · , wt,j−1 )
= p(wt,j |Ct , Wt,j−1 , gt,j−1 )
= p(wt,j |gt,j ) = sof tmax(WV gt,j + bv ),

(9)

where WV ∈ R|V |×Urnn and bV ∈ R|V | and |V | represents the vocabulary size.
Loss Function. The loss function of the LSTM language model is the log
likelihood function of the statement. In the dialog generation task, we optimize
the model by minimizing the negative logarithm generation probability of each
statement in the conversation.
J(D) =

lD


− log p(Si )

i=1

=

l Si
lD 

i=1 j=1

− log p(wi,j |Ci , Wi,j−1 , Gi,j−1 )

(10)
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As every function in the ABDCS model is diﬀerentiable, the model can be
trained by the end-to-end stochastic gradient descent method (SGD).

3

Experiments

Deep model requires a large corpus. The experiments in this paper are mainly
based on the following data sets:
Ubuntu-Chat [9]. The Ubuntu-Chat dataset is a multi-round dialogue data
set which focuses on Ubuntu system-related issues. This article uses the NLTK
natural language processing package [2] to preprocess the original corpora in
the data set. The training data consists of 1.5 million conversations, the size of
validation and test sets is 10,000. We use Ubuntu to refer to this dataset in the
following.
Ubuntu-Chat-200K. In order to compare the eﬀects of amount of training samples, 200K conversations were randomly selected from the Ubuntu data set as
training sets. The preprocessing methods were identical to the Ubuntu data sets.
Similarly, we use Ubuntu-200K to refer to this dataset.
Baidu Tieba Data. This article uses crawlers to randomly grab online text from
Baidu Tieba and creates an open ﬁeld Chinese multi-round dialogue data set.
We use Tieba to refer to this data set. Finally, training data with a data volume
of 2 million conversations and validation/test sets with a size of 10,000 were
obtained.
Table 1. Statistical summary of Ubuntu and Tieba
Data sets Fields

Training
sets

Verification/ Means
Test sets
rounds

Mean
words

Total
Total word
sentences counts

Lexword
size

Ubuntu

Computers 1.5 Million 1 Million

6.9

About 70 103.780
Million

1.05 Billion

21157

Tieba

Open

5.3

About 45 1063.3
Million

9047.8 Million

28777

2 Million

1 Million

The detailed statistics of the data set are summarized in the Table 1.
3.1

Evaluation Metrics and Results

Perplexity. Perplexity (Perplexity, PPL) is a common index for evaluating
natural language generation models. Its basic deﬁnition is:
P P L(S) = exp [

1 
·
− log p(wi )] ,
nS
wi ∈S

(11)
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where sentence S has nS words. In the dialogue generation task, in order to
describe the generation of the dialogue from diﬀerent perspectives, we slightly
adjust the calculation of the confusion degree and deﬁne it in the form of (12)
and (13).
 
1
·
− log p(wi,j )]
(12)
P P L(D) = exp [
nD
Si ∈D wi,j ∈Si

P P L@L(D) = exp [

1
nS|D|



·

− log p(Wj )],

(13)

wj ∈S|D|

where C represents a complete conversation containing a total of nD words, and
S|D| represents the last statement in conversation D, containing nS|D| words. The
metric (12) is used to calculate the perplexity of the entire dialogue, reﬂecting
the overall situation of the dialogue; The formula 13 calculates the perplexity of
the last reply. The results are summarized in Tables 2, 3 and 4. ABDCS-WA is
the ABDCS model with the word-level attention mechanism.
Table 2. Ubuntu dataset perplexity (PPL) results on validation sets/test sets
Ubuntu

PPL

PPL@L

LSTM

43.30/44.97

43.15/44.66

HRED

43.82/44.08

44.02/44.81

ABDCS

42.53/43.29

42.74/43.51

ABDCS-WA 41.79/42.14 41.92/42.27

Table 3. Ubuntu-200K dataset perplexity (PPL) results on validation sets/test sets
Ubuntu-200K PPL

PPL@L

LSTM

49.12/50.88

49.89/51.35

HRED

48.53/49.92

48.91/50.57

ABDCS

47.83/49.15

47.85/49.45

ABDCS-WA

46.40/47.56 46.59/47.82

It should be noted that this article uses the perplexity PPL as the only
criteria for evaluating the optimal model. We used the early stop strategy [7] in
the training to avoid overﬁtting.
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Table 4. Tieba dataset perplexity (PPL) results on validation set/test set
Model

PPL

PPL@L

LSTM

123.3/123.7

123.8/124.0

HRED

125.1/126.0

126.7/127.2

ABDCS

120.5/120.8

121.2/121.3

ABDCS-WA 116.6/117.1 116.9/117.4
Table 5. The word error rate (WER) of the Ubuntu data set on the validation set/test
set
Ubuntu

WER %

WER@L %

LSTM

67.85/68.02

67.57/67.91

HRED

66.45/66.79

66.32/66.65

ABDCS

66.04/66.49

65.97/66.31

ABDCS-WA 65.25/65.71 65.22/65.58

Word Error Rate. The word error rate (WER) [8] is also one of the commonly used indicators for evaluating natural language generation models. Its
basic deﬁnition is as follows:
W ER(S) = 1 −

nD
,
nS

(14)

where S is a sentence containing nS words, and nD represents the number of
correctly predicted words. The WER of entire dialogue and the WER of last
reply is deﬁned as (15) and (16).


Si ∈D
wi,j ∈Si #[wi,j = arg max(p(w|wi,<j ))]
(15)
W ER(D) =
nD

W ER@L(D) =

wj ∈S|D|

#[wj = arg max(p(w|w<j ))]
nS|D|

The word error rate results are summarized in Tables 5, 6 and 7.

(16)
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Table 6. The word error rate (WER) of the Ubuntu-200K data set on the validation
set/test set
Ubuntu-200K WER %

WER@L %

LSTM

69.58/70.05

69.36/69.87

HRED

68.12/68.22

68.03/68.16

ABDCS

67.21/67.65

67.29/67.83

ABDCS-WA

66.87/67.24 66.95/67.34

Table 7. Tieba dataset word error rate (WER) results on validation set/test set
Model

WER %

WER@L %

LSTM

74.89/75.11

75.01/75.59

HRED

75.68/76.42

75.86/76.78

ABDCS

73.54/73.65

73.67/73.83

ABDCS-WA 72.26/72.61 72.42/72.90

4

Conclusion

Overall, this article presents the attention-based models ABDCS compared to
the baseline models LSTM and HRED. There is a clear improvement in the
results of perplexity and word error rate. Experimental results prove that the
attention mechanism is very eﬀective in dialog generation.
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